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Beavan Camp  
Kit List (Suggested) 

Your Scout will need to bring their own personal equipment (the following list is a guide) In order to qualify for the 

Camper Activity badge your Cub/Scout should assist in the preparation and packing of their Kit!  Use this as a tick 

list and they can check it off for packing to come home! 

Complete Uniform                                          YES 
The following items for the hike will be checked when 

your kit is handed in: 

Warm Sweater / Fleece                                  X 2 Rucksack (for the hike)                      YES   

Pyjamas                                                          YES Waterproof Coat/Trouser                      YES   

Shorts /Trousers                                            X 2 Hat / Gloves / Scarf                         YES 

Socks  / Undies                                               X 3 Hiking boots                                   YES 

T-shirts                                                          X 2 Whistle                                        YES 

Trainers                                                        YES 
Wet kit required for canoeing (if one of the 

activities): 

Towel(s)     x 2 (including one for canoeing)   YES  Wet shoes/old trainers                                 YES 

Sun Cream/Sun Hat (dependant on forecast)    YES  Wet suit/swimming trunks & old t-shirt        YES 

Personal Wash Kit                                          YES  Carrier bag to put wet clothing in                 YES 

Torch and Batteries                                       YES  Personal First Aid Kit     Ideally (Good Practice)     

Carrier Bags to Separate Clean/Dirty Items YES   Personal Medication – handed to Camp Leader 

 
 Sweets – not too many!! 

General Notes 
1. Scouts travel to and from camp in full smart uniform, please pack or wear their Thurstaston t- shirt. 

2. Black bin bags are not suitable for sleeping bags as they tear very easily, please contain in a suitable carrier. 

3. Please name all clothing, wash bag, sleeping bag, towel, everything ! especially Uniform and Necker. Write on the 

labels, initials are better than nothing. 

4. No Gameboys, Ipods, Pokemon (or any other type) cards, radios etc please.  Fully charged mobile phones (with credit) are 

permitted but are to be only used for emergencies on the hike.  No facilities to recharge the mobile phone are available.  

Misuse of a mobile phone will result in it being minded by the Leaders until the end of camp. 

5.  Your Scout needs to be prepared for whatever the weather decides to do; please don’t leave things like waterproofs out 

because the weather looks ok when we set off. 

6.  Please let us know of any special / dietary needs, your child needs to eat and within reason we will try to accommodate 

this. 

7. Penknives may be taken to Camp but must be packed in the middle of the kit bag and should not be taken on activities. 

Equipment Notes   Here is some basic information regarding some of the items you may require. 

Sleeping Bags Synthetic filled bags are easier to clean than natural filling.  Zips can be a source of cold if no baffle is fitted.  

Footwear Boots give a better ankle support and normally have better soles than shoes if you are hiking. 

Warm Wear A number of layers is warmer than one thick one and the warmth can be regulated more easily – it does get 

cold at night even if the weather is good during the day, do not forget your hands and head. Layers can be 

taken off if weather is hot! 

Torch Do not pack your torch with batteries fitted (or at the bottom of your kit) as it could easily get accidentally 

turned on and you will arrive at the camp with flat batteries. 


